
Robert Smith 
Merchandising Specialist/Customer Service Associate

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Dependable mechanically inclined professional handled multiple tasks, 
performed well under pressure, Possessed good communication skills, 
determined to finished projects on time, and produced great work at a high 
level. Motivated to learned, a team player, have multitask skills, enjoyed 
working in a fast paced busy environment, and proved to have excellent 
organizational and communication skills with a positive attitude.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Merchandising Specialist/Customer Service Associate
ABC Corporation -   May 2007 – July 2008 

Responsibilities:

 Responsible managing each product group following the direction of the
merchandising director by cohesively working with logistics, marketing, 
planogramming and other support groups to optimize the sales 
initiative and enhance customer satisfaction.

 Analyzed margin loss or gain, inventory and sales reports to determine 
most profitable product placement.

 Assisted management of $1.6 billion exterior and interior paint budget 
for 2007.

 Successfully formed and maintained vendor and internal relationships 
to create a more productive work environment.

 Entered all item/vendor information updates in the Merchandising 
Systems.

 Daily interchange with vendors, stores, Marketing/Advertising, Logistics,
Promotions, Replenishment, Store Signage, Planogramming, and other 
various support groups include why the contact.

 Assisted with inventory and placement of promotional endcaps, side 
stacks and rebate offers decision making.

Merchandising Specialist
ABC Corporation -   2003 – 2007 

Responsibilities:

 Womens department merchandizing, visualization and stocking; I was 
the main responsible party for maintaining the merchandizing 
specifications for the womens department including setting the store 
fixtures, making sure the new shipment is correctly put away, flexing 
new items into the set up, making sure that displays and visuals are 
appealing and sell the product.

 Also was in charge of register lane set up and maintenance.
 Also, as a part of the leadership team, store associate development was

also one of my responsibilities; maintaining sales goals, e-mail capture 
percentage, credit card application goals, assigning roles and following 
through with coaching for the various positions for associates across the
store.

 Finally, shipment was another one of my main responsibilities; making 
sure that the processed items per hour is at the corporate requirement, 
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SKILLS

80 WPM, proficient in 
Microsoft Office, 
excellent communication
skills.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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leading the team to unpackage and process shipped items while 
keeping up with organization and cleanliness.

 Reaching our corporate set standards for time requirements for the 
shipment process week-by-week and keeping the shipment processes 
organized was the main accomplishment.

 Also being one of the faster employees at setting new walls was one of 
the things I was most proud of.

 Skills Used Cashier/money counting/ opening and closing the store/ 
sales/ managerial duties and leadership support/ maintaining daily sales
and credit goals/ following store set procedures and designs/ processing
new shipment/ customer service and relationships/ loss prevention 
tactics/ signage placement/ visualization/ computer skills.

Education

Bachelor of Arts in Communication - (University of North Carolina at 
Charlotte - Charlotte, NC)
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